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+challenge

+situation
The Advertising Research Foundation [ARF], a non-profit industry 
association whose mission is to further through research the 
scientific practice of advertising and marketing, was experiencing 
lower engagement scores with their event promotion email 
campaigns, resulting in lower attendee acquisition. DAHLIA+ was 
engaged to elevate their messaging strategy, copy and creative. 

ARF was hosting a one-day, five-panel education program for the 
SXSW Brand and Marketing Track. The ideal attendee prospect for 
this event was not an ARF member, but their creative and strategy 
colleagues. 

ARF disARF discontinued the traditional Annual Conference, and elevated 
their AUDIENCExSCIENCE conference, traditionally held in June, 
to be their premier 2019 event. ARF members are listed in their 
ASM by their organization and accurate audience segmentation, 
to deliver personalized messaging, was not to be trusted. For 
example, for a media agency, it was unknown if the member
was a brand strategist, media buyer or researcher. 
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strategy
+
execution

For the SXSW Think Tank, developed a member email 
share with your colleague campaign that also cross-promote 
upcoming ARF events that might be of interest to the 
member recipient.

For For AUDIENCExSCIENCE, the complete conference 
program was broken down into segments that would 
promote a customized experience for each ARF audience 
segment. The email campaign enabled the recipient to 
self-select their segment, porting them to a landing page 
featuring conference programming designed specifically for 
their segment. 
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CONTENT
+
ASSETS
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CONTENT + ASSETS
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+results
Standing room only of 700+ attendees
for each one of the SXSW five panels [also 
supported by a paid social and retargeting 
campaign].

300 attendees for AUDIENCExSCIENCE.
AAchieved 99% of event revenue goal [also 
supported by a paid social and retargeting 
campaign].
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